
Do and don't for FP1

FP1 complex

DO: # Multiply as you would in algebra if i were a variable, then put i2=−1

DO: # Divide w/z by calculating wz*/zz*

DO: # Put conjugate z*=a-ib if z=a+ib, and
zz*=real2+imaginary2=|z|2

DO # Find |z| and arg(z) by using Pol( , ). Use
Pol( , ) with your calculator in degrees even if you
then have to convert to radians, so you easily
recognise π/4 (45°), π/3 (60°), etc. Draw a picture to
check your answer.

DO # Recognise |x+yi| = the r you get from Pol(x,y)
on your calculator, and also = √(x2+y2)

DO: # Put |z1z2|=|z1|.|z2| and arg(z1z2)=arg(z1)+arg(z2)

DO: # For a cubic or quartic (given one root):

- next root=conjugate of root you already have

- Sum of roots = −coeft of 2nd highest
power

Roots multiplied together = ∓ constant
term (− for cubic, + for quartic)

- check you've adjusted the highest power to be x3 or x4 (not 2x3 or 5x4 or 
such)

DON'T # Get wrong answers for arg(z) by using tan-1 on calculator. (There are two 
possible tan-1(y/x) values for every y/x. Your calculator only gives you one, and maybe
the wrong one).

DO # Use Pol( , ) and draw a picture to check.

DON'T # When the second-highest power term in a cubic or quartic is missing (zero),
take the sum of roots as −coeft of highest power you can see.

DO # Say sum of roots=zero in that case

DON'T # Try to use the method above for cubics and quartics when the question has 
already factorised the cubic or quartic for you

DO # Use the factorisation and your knowledge of how to solve quadratics

DON'T # Write arg(z1z2)=arg(z1).arg(z2)

DO # Say expand-and-rotate, then expand-and-rotate
again, multiplies the expansions but adds the rotations

DO # Think that with complex numbers, every number
has four 4th roots, and three cube roots. The picture
shows the three cube roots of 1. 

 Use S-D on your calculator to get Pol( , ) resultsUse S-D key on your calculator to get Pol ( , ) results in surds and fractions of π. Check with a diagram.



FP1 matrices

DO: # Multiply by

(a b
c d ).(

e f
g h)=(ae+bg af +bh

ce+dg cf+dh)
Imagine each row in the first matrix picked up and swivelled to go on top of a
column in the second matrix.

DO: # Calculate determinant of (a b
c d )  = ad–bc

DO: # Calculate inverse of (a b
c d )  = 

1
det

 ( d −b
−c a )  Divide by determinant 

(to reverse enlargement), swap the elements on the leading diagonal (to 
reverse scaling), minus the others (to reverse turning)

DO # Check to see your inverse works. Calculate AA–1.

DO: # To see what geometric transformation a
matrix is, draw a picture. (1,0) goes to the position

defined by the first column (ac) . (0,1) goes to the

position defined by the second column (bd ) . The

origin stays where it is.

DON'T # Guess wildly about what geometric
transformation a matrix represents.

DO # Draw a diagram, look at the columns.

DON'T # Forget how to work out inverse

DO # When you're given the area of an image, divide (not multiply) by det get the 
area of the original. Image area = det ×original area.

DO # Remember Juan life-size → (big determinant) → Juan in the atrium

DON'T # Assume arithmetic works with matrices as with numbers, e.g. assume
AB = BA, or that AB = AC means B=C

DO # Remember with matrices you
can have AB=0 with
neither A nor B = 0

DON'T # Get order of multiplication
wrong

DO # Remember putting on
underwear, then trousers, is:
trousers.underwear.you, not
underwear.trousers.you

DO # Remember a matrix A being
"singular" means det A = 0

DO: # if the matrix looks like a rotation (basically, has 
fractions and square roots in it), check it against the 
formula in the book for a rotation matrix. Use Pol(a,c) on 
the first column to get angle of rotation. Write: rotation of 
.... degrees anticlockwise around origin



FP1 numerical methods

DO: # Write the words "change of sign,
therefore root in the interval [ , ]" when
asked to check that an equation f(x)=0 has a
root between two values

DO: # With interval bisection, halve the
diference

DO: # With linear interpolation, always draw
a diagram. Find Δ by similar triangles and
next guess=a+ Δ

DO: # Get the Newton-Raphson formula from
the formula book

DO: # Remember Newton-Raphson gives you
one new guess from one old guess, not an interval;
it's equivalent to approximating the curve y=f(x)
by the tangent; and it can go completely haywire.

DON'T # Ever think you've found the exact answer.

DO # Remember these methods only ever give you less-
wrong answers.

DON'T # Give answers to the wrong number of significant
figures

DO # Calculate f(a) and f(b) to at least 4 decimal places if
e.g. you're asked for a final answer to 3 decimal places.



FP1 parametrics

DO: # Think of t as the
"timestamp" for the (x,y) point
(at2,2at) for a parabola

DO: # Think of t as the
"timestamp" for the (x,y) point
(ct, c/t) for a hyperbola

FIRST STEP: Draw a diagram. Put in the information from the question.

SECOND STEP is often to translate between the Cartesian equation of the 
curve (the x,y form) and the parametric form (the t-form). Use the formula 
book to help you with this.

THIRD STEP is usually to find a tangent (or a normal, or two tangents, or two
normals...) Find slope of tangent = dy/dx = (dy/dt) / (dx/dt). Slope of normal 
is −1/slope of tangent. Then use y-y1=m(x-x1) or use y=mx+K and plug in the 
point at which you want to find the tangent (or normal) as y and x to find K. 
Very occasionally you're only asked to find the equation of a line connecting 
two points.

FOURTH STEP is to usually to find where two tangents, or a tangent and a 
line, or two normals, or whatever, intersect. That's just algebra to find the 
meeting point of two lines. Then sometimes you may be asked to find an area
or a distance. Again, standard rules you already know.

DO # Remember basic factorisations.

p2−q2 = (p−q)(p+q) p2+2pq+q2 = (p+q)2

p2−2pq+q2 = (p−q)2 also (for complex numbers) p2+q2 = (p−qi)(p+qi)

p3−q3 = (p−q)(p2+pq+q2)

DO # Look up focus and directrix in formula book

DO # Look at context when thinking whether a letter represents a constant or a 
variable. If x=ct and y=c/t, then c is a constant (telling us which curve, and there's 
only ever one curve in these FP1 questions) and t is a variable (telling time as we 
move along the curve).

When you get an equation for a tangent or normal at a point "timestamped" t, then 
along that individual tangent (or normal) t is a constant.

When you're finding e.g. which two different tangents, at diferent points, 
timestamped tA and tB, say, go through a particular point, you put the (x,y) for that 
point into the general (x,y) equation for the tangent, and then t becomes a variable 
again.

Use the formula book if you want to find the focus and directrix of a parabola. Fact to 
remember: every point on the parabola is same distance from focus point as from directrix line.

Or you may be asked to find the equation of a line through two points.

That's just simultaneous equations.
Or to find where a normal at the point timestamped p meets the curve again, write the equation of the 
normal and plug in x=at2, y=2at (for parabola) or x=ct, y=c/t (for hyperbola) to get a quadratic in t 
which will tell you the timestamp q of the other point where that normal line meets the curve. You can 
factorise the quadratic because you know (t-p) must be a factor.

=(p+q)2

To find where a normal meets the curve again, get the equation of the normal and plug in x=at2, y=2at (for 
parabola) or x=ct, y=c/t (for hyperbola) to get a quadratic in t. You can factorise the quadratic. You know 
(t-p) must be a factor.  The other factor is (t-q), where q=t at the other crossing point apart from t=p.
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Remember these factorisation facts:
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FP1 series and induction

DO: # Always write induction proofs as:

Claim

Step 1: prove claim for n=1

Step 2: prove true for n=k+1 if true for n=k

Therefore true for all n by induction □

DO: # start step 2 for sequences with

uk+1=formula for uk+1 in terms of uk given in question

then substitute claimed value for uk

DO: # start step 2 for divisibility with

m | f(k) ⇒

If you can, add something divisible by m to f(k) to make it something like 
f(k+1) and prove m | f(k+1)

For example, 3 | 4k ₋ 1 ⇒ 3 |  4k + 3×4k ₋ 1 ⇒ 3 |  4k+1 ₋ 1

If adding won't work, multiply f(k) by something to make it like f(k+1)

For example, 7 | 42k-1 + 32k-1 ⇒ 7 |  42×42k-1 + 42×32k-1 ⇒

7 |  42k+1 + 9×32k-1 + 7×32k-1 ⇒ 7 | 42k+1 + 32k+1 

DO: # start step 2 for matrices with

Ak+1=Ak.A

then substitute claimed value for Ak and do matrix multiplication

DO: # start step 2 for series with

∑
1

k+1

...=∑
1

k

...+(k+1) th term - then substitute the claimed value for ∑
1

k

...

and then work backwards from the last line of step 2.

DO: # when fiddling with algebra to do a series question, expand as little as 
you can get away with. Take out the best common factors. If you have 
fractions, take out a fraction as a common factor which enables you to do all 
the rest of the working with whole numbers.

DO: # check with series questions whether you're
asked to do them "by induction" or "by using
standard results"

DON'T # think ∑
1

n

1=1 . In fact ∑
1

n

1=n

DON'T # think ∑
1

n

n=n . In fact ∑
1

n

n=n2

DON'T # think ¼n2(n+1)2+n=¼n[n(n+1)2+1].
In fact it = ¼n[n(n+1)2+4]

DON'T # think 2⨯3k=6k.

DON'T # be baffled when you're asked to prove something like f(k+1)=6f(k)−4⨯2k. 
The examiners are trying to help you! Do that bit just by plugging in the formulas 
and simplifying, and then use it as a short-cut for step 2 in the induction. 
f(k+1)=6f(k)−4⨯2k shows that if 4 | f(k) then also 4 | f(k+1)

Maybe useful to write at 
the start of Step 2:
"To prove:......"
Write what the claim 
becomes when you plug 
in (k+1) in place of n

The number you multiply 
f(k) by - 16 in this 
example - doesn't have to 
be divisible


